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For a given d-dimensional cube cd, a cut-complex C is a sub-complex of B(cd), for which 
there exists a hyperplane H that separates trictly vertices of C from the rest of vertices of the 
d-cube. Here by implementation of an algorithm we characterize all cut-complexes of cd 
(d c 5). This characterization is related to the well known problem of calculation of cut-number 
for the cube. 
0. Introduction 
We will use the terminology of Gri&baum [4] and notations of Emamy-K [2]. 
For the d-dimensional cube cd, a cut-complex C is a sub-complex of the boundary 
complex B(cd) for which there exists a hyperplane H that separates trictly 
vertices of C from rest of the vertices of the d-cube. An exterior edges of C is an 
edge joining vertices of C and vertices of its graph complement C. A cut of cd is 
the set of exterior edges of some cut-complex C of cd. The cut-number k(cd) is 
the minimal number of cuts needed to cover all edges of the d-cube. It is known 
that there are 14 different cuts up to isomoprhism for the 4=cube, by applying this 
characterization the problem of cut-number is solved for d = 4, i.e. k(c’) = 4 (see 
[2]). In the first section we show how this characterization can be used to generate 
all sections of the 4-cube. (A section of c4 is H n c4 where H is a hyperplane not 
containing vertices of c4.) Section 2 is devoted to the computer implementation of
the algorithm of [2] and characterizes all cut-complexes of the S-cube. It is well 
known that the boundary complex of every convex d-polytope can be obtained 
from the boundary complex of a d-simplex by a sequence of stellar subdivisions 
and their inverses, see Ewald and Shephard [3]. The operation of stelIar 
subdivision is polytopal, but its inverse is not, so it is interesting to know the 
exact form of the sequence in the theorem of Ewald and Shephard [3] for any 
class of polytopes. In the first section, this is done for all sections of the $-cube. 
For a d-polytope p E(p) denotes the set of i-faces of p, i = 0, 1, . . . , d - I. 
* First author is responsible for contents of Section 1, and the computer work in Section 2 was done 
by the second author. 
This research was supported by University of Brasilia and CNP, Brazil. 
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1. Sections of the &cube 
The following separation lemma is essential for our algorithm. 
Lemma 1. Let MI and M2 be two finite sets of points in Rd that are separated 
strictly by a hyperplane, H, say MI c H- and M2 c H+ (H- and H” are open 
hay-spaces corresponding to H). Then there exists v E MI such that by a relocation 
of H, say HI we have MI - {v} c H, and M2U (v} c HF. 
Proof (see [2]). Let p be a simple d-polytope and H a hyperplane such that 
F,(p) n H = @ and p n H #@, by the lemma above there exists v E F,(p) n M+ 
and a relocation of H, say HI such that 
(b(p) n H-) U {v} c H; and (h(p) n H+) - {v} c Hr. 
In the pushing process above (H to HI), ti Q =p n H and Ql =p n HI, then the 
combinatorial type of Q1 is determined by that of Q. Suppose v has m neighbors 
in H- and d - m neighbors in H+. Then in this pushing an (m - 1)simplex TI of 
Q is deformed into a (d - m - 1)simplex G of Q1 . The combinatorial type of 
those faces of Q disjoint from & remains fixed, and the combinatorial type of the 
other faces is changed by the same process, inductively over iower dimensional 
faces. The transformation above carries B(Q) to B(Q1) by B(Ql)= 
(a*)-‘(T2)a*(TI)B(Q) where B(Q) and B(Q ) l are bo:.r:ldary complexes of Q and 
Q, respectively, o is the stellar subdivision and o* is its dual which in our case 
X*0 c over simple polytopes. We will denote z*(TzTI)=(a*)-1(T2)a*(TI). For 
more about stellar subdivision see [3]. Now we review the algorithmic method of 
[2] and will c bserve a more simple proof for its first theorem. 
1.1. The algorithnrk method 
Step 1. Choose v1 E &(cd), cut off v1 by a hyperplane H which separates v1 and 
F,(cd) - {q}, set C1 = {vl}, k = 1. 
Step 2. Choose an exterior edge of C, which contains v~+~ $ Ck, then relocate 
H to a new position HI such that H1 separates strictiy FO(Ck U {Q+~}) from rest of 
the vertices of the d-cube, set Ck+l = C, l U {v~+~} and k = k + 1. 
Step 3. If the current Ck has 2d-’ vertices go to Step 4, otherwise go to Step 2. 
Step 4. Continue the process for all exterior edges of the listed Ck’s. 
To apply the algorithm above, an easy necessary condition for separability will be 
tested as following. For a cut-complex C and the corresponding separating 
hyperplane H, obviously H separates every 2 points of F,(C) from every 2 points 
of &(C). The last property (say property “pl”) is not only stronger than Lemma 
2 of [2], but is a sufficient condition for separability of two connected subgraphs, 
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C, c of cd for d = 5. For the cube the property p1 is equivalent to the following 
property p2: every two points of &,(C) have midpoints different from midpoints of 
b(C). If for each step of the algorithm above, we test the property p2 (obviously 
we need only to compare midpoints of IJIJ~+~ and midpoints of segments in 
Ck - {Q+~) where v is any vertex in Ck) and exclude isomorphic one’s we obtain 
14 cut-complexes of the c4 (Fig. 1). 
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For each cut complex above there is a corresponding section. These sections 
can be obtained successively by applying the transformation z*(T2TI), in which 
simplexes TI and T2 are determined by neighbors of Q+~ that stay in the two sides 
of H. This leads to the following 
Theorem 1. There are only 12 simple 3-polytopes that are sections of a 4cube. 
Their Schlegel diagrams are given in Fig. 2. 
Fig. 2. 
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Remark. The fact that k(c4) = 4 implies 4 6 k(c’). Now if k(c’) = 4, i.e. there 
exist four hyperplanes intersecting all edges of the S-cube, these hyperplanes must 
touch all facets of the 5-cube, which easily implies that 20 6 IF,(G)) s 30 where G 
is a cut corresponding to any of the four hyperplanes. In Section 2 by computer 
implementation of the algorithm of this section to the 5=cube, all the cuts G of the 
S-cube are characterized. This should lead to solution for the problem in the case 
of dimension 5. For the characterization of non-isomorphic ut-complexes in the 
case of %ube, we need an efficient method to choose non-isomorphic graphs. 
There is no such algorithm for general graphs, but in the case of the S-cube 
applying invariants of number of vertices, number of edges, degrees, and degrees 
of neighbors leads to an efficient algorithm which will be explained in the next 
section. 
2. Finding the cat-complexes of the S-cube 
Let us call Ck a cut-complex of k vertices. We are looking for all the 
non~isomorphic Ck, with k = 1,2, . . . , 16. 
2.1. General algorithm 
In order to minimize the generation of isomorphic cut-complexes we use the 
following algorithm: 
-Initialization: k = 1; C, = {q} (v, = (0, 0, 0, 0,O)). 
-For k = 2 to 16 do: 
Find all the cut-complexes Ck (see Section 2.2). 
Keep just one representative of each isomorphic lass (see Section 2.3). 
-End For. 
This is Program 0, written in Work Flow Language, which is a Job Language for 
the Burroughs B6700. Here the file SINT/l contains the initial C1, RES/GRAN 
contains all the generated C, for a given k, and SINT/K contains only one 
representative of each isomorphic lass. 
2.2. Generation of all the Ck’s 
The “pushing” process described in Section 1 was implemented in the following 
algorithm (Program 1): 
Characterize the S-cube (Program 2). 
-Until there are cut-complexes Ck_l do: 
Read Ck+, and determine its characteristics (Program 3). Obtain all the 
possible Ck by increasing to C k_l one vertex satisfying property “Disjoint 
Mid-points ” (Program 4). 
-End Until 
Programs 1,2,3 and 4 are !n FORTRAN IV. 
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2.3. Elimination of isomorphic cut-complexes 
This is the key computational point. We have to minimize the number of 
possible correspondences of vertices between two Ck’s. This was obtained by 
characterizing ‘each vertex with its degree, and a code containing the number of 
its neighbors of each degree. 
The algorithm is as follows (Program 5): 
-Read one C,, with its characteristics. 
-For all following CL (same k) do: 
Read CL (vertices and their degrees, and number of the sides). 
Order CL (Program 6). 
If the number of sides and number of vertices of a given degree are not 
the same continue reading CL. 
Otherwise establish a correspondence between the vertices of the two 
complexes with the same degree and with neighbors with the same 
degree. 
Test if the obtained correspondence is an isomorphism. 
(Program 7) 
-End For. 
2.4 Checking the separability 
Since the algorithm of pushing the hyperplane together with property of 
disjoint midpoints gives all the possible cuts, it remains to check whether all the 
complexes obtained from the algorithm are separable. 
This was done by checking whether there is a hyperplane a l x = b such that for 
all v E Ck (a l 21 s b) and for all v $ Ck (a l v > b). We actually tested the 
feasibility of the Linear Inequality System: 
With E = 0.0001 the test was successful for all the 62 complexes. 
2.5. Some computational times 
As mentioned above, the key computational point is the elimination of 
isomorphic uts. More precisely, given two complexes with some equal invariants 
we have to find all the permutations of its vertices to test whether each 
permutation gives an isomorphism or not. 
For two given Ck’s there are too many possible permutations. This number was 
reduced in two ways: 
1. try a correspondence only between vertices with the same degree, and 
2. try a correspondence only between vertices with the same number of 
neighbors of each degree. 
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This gives the following times in a Burroughs B6700 computer: 
Time for the complete algorithm: 8 min 
Time to generate all the Cl6 from the Cl5 (worst case): 20 sec. 
Time to eliminate the isomorphic C16 (worst case): 10 sec. 
Maximum time to determine whether two Ck are isomorphic: 6 sec. 
These times show that for the &cube, in order to keep within reasonable times, 
more invariants are needed to be considered. 
2.6. Cuts necessary to cut all edges of the cube 
To test how many cuts there are necessary to cut all the edges of the cube, we 
can restrict he tests to those complexes which cut between 20 and 30 edges. 
There are 47 such complexes, whose vertices are: 
Set #l Vertices: 
Set #2 Vertices: 
Set $53 Vertices: 
Set #4 Vertices: 
Set #5 Vertices: 
Set #6 Vertices: 
Set $17 Vertices: 
Set #8 Vertices: 
Set #9 Vertices: 
Set #lo Vertices: 
Set #ll Vertices: 
Set #12 Vertices: 
Set #13 Vertices: 
Set $114 Vertices: 
Set #15 VerIices: 
Set #16 Venices: 
Set #17 Vertices: 
Set #?I! Vertices: 
Set #19 Vertices: 
Set #20 Vertices: 
Set #21 l ertices: 
Set #22 Vertices: 
Set #23 Vertices: 
Set $124 Vertices: 
Set #25 Vertices: 
Set #26 Vertices: 
Set #27 Vertices: 
Set #28 Vertices: 
Set #29 Vertices: 
Set #30 Vertices: 
Set #31 Vertices: 
Set #32 Vertices: 
12 3 5 9 17 
12 3 4 5 9 17 
12345 6 7 9 
12 3 4 5 6 9 10 
12 3 4 5 6 9 17 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 
12 3 4 5 6 7 9 17 
12 3 4 5 6 9 10 17 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 17 
12 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 11 
12 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 17 
1 2 3 4 5 6 9 10 17 18 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 17 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 11 13 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 11 17 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 17 18 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 17 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 17 18 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 11 13 17 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 11 17 18 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 17 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 17 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 17 18 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 11 13 17 18 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 11 17 18 19 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 17 
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Set #33 Vertices: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 17 18 
Set #34 Vertices: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 1’3 17 18 
Set ii35 Vertices: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 17 18 19 
Set $136 Vertices: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 11 13 17 18 19 
Set $137 Vertices: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 17 
Set $138 Vertices: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 17 18 
Set #39 Vertices: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 17 18 19 
Set $140 Vertices: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 17 18 19 
Set #41 Vertices: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 11 13 17 18 19 21 
Set #42 Vertices: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
Set #43 Vertices: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 17 
Set #44 Vertices: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 17 18 
Set if45 Vertices: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 17 18 19 
Set #46 Vertices: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 17 18 19 
Set #47 Vertices: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 11 13 17 18 19 21 
2.7. Representation of the cuts 
The labeling of the vertices is given in Fig. 3. Fig. 4a shows the vertices and 
edges of the last cut-crmplex, Fig. 4b shows the corresponding cut edges. 
Fig. 3. 
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APLFWlX - The Programs 
Program 0: 
?BEGIN JOB MAT700CUTCOMPLEX; 
CLASS = 4; 
FAMILY DISK = SAU OTHERWISE PACK; 
TASK Tl,T2; 
INTEGER I; STRING Sl, S2; 
I:=l; 
WHILE I LEQ 15 DO BEGIN; 
CUTS GENERATION 
Sl := STRING(I,*); 
RUN OBJECT/CUBO/P [Tl]; 
FILE FILE7(KIND=DISK,TITLE=#("SINT/"CSl),FILETYPE=7); 
FILE FILE6(KIND=DISK,TITLE=#("RES/GRAN"),MAXRECSIZE=22,SENSITI~DATA; 
IF Tl ISNT COMPLETEDOK THEN ABORT; 
I := I + 1; 
Sl := STRING (I,*); 
DELETING ISOMORPHISMS ; 
RUN OBJECT/ISO/P [T2]; 
FILE FILE6(KIND=DISK,TITLE=#("RES/GRAN"),FILETYPE=7); 
FILE FILE7(KIND=DISK,TITLE=#(~SINT/"CS1),MAXRECSIZE=22,SENSITI~EDATA~ ; 
IF T2 ISNT COMPLETEDCK THEN ABORT; 
REMOVE RES/GRAN; 
END; 
END JOB 
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Program 1 
C ***********************************t********************** 
c * * 
c * GIVEN A CUT-COMPLEX OF K VERTICES, THIS PROGRAM * 
c * OBTAINS ALL THE K+l CUT-COMPLEXES BY PUSHING ONE * 
c * MORE VERTEX AT A TIME. * 
c * * 
C ******************t***************************************** 
COMMON /COMPIJC/ x, L, CK(3281, VK(1281, NVGR(71, GR(l28) 
COMMON /COMPL2/ NORDCK, REGINK, D(151, NA(l28) 
COMMON /CUBO/ N, NVER, V(128,7), A(128,128) 
C ~********************************************************~** 
c * CUBE DEFINITION. * 
C *******t**************************************************** 
N=5 % CUBE DIMENSION. 
CALL CUB0 
C *********t************************************************** 
c * READING THE INITIAL CK'S * 
C *****t****************************************************** 
C 
1 
101 
102 
33 
34 
% BEGGINING OF A CICLE. 
READ (7,101,END=999) K % NUM.VERT. INITIAL CK. 
FORMAT :8X,12) 
READ (7,102) (VK(I),I=l,KJ % VERT. OF EACH INITIAL CK. 
FORMAT (8X,3213) 
READ (7,102) NOTH,ING 
DO 33 I = 1, NVER 
CK(1) = 0 
DO 34 I = 1, K 
CK(VK(1)) = VK(1) 
C ****************************t****t****************************** 
c * INITIAL CK ANALYSIS. * 
CALL ANAL12 ("NAOIMP") 
C 
INCREASES VERTEX TO CK * 
CALL KIGUAL 
GO TO 1 
CLOSE (6,DISP=CRUNCH) 
STOP 
END 
% END OF CICLE FOR EACH CK. 
% NO MORE CK'S. 
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Program 2 
C ************************************************************ 
c * * 
c * CUBE DEFINITION: VERTICES AND SIDES. * 
c * * 
C *********************************************************~*~ 
SUBROUTINE CUB0 
COMMON /CUBO/ N, NVER, V(128,7), A(l28,128) 
COMMON /PM/ PM (32,32,5) 
C******** VERTEX COORDINATES: V(I,J)=J-COOP.)?. OF I-VERTEX. 
C (COORD. OF I-VERTEX GIVES THE BINA& REPHES. OF I-l). 
NVER = 2**N % NUMBER OF VERTICES OF THE CUBE. 
DO 1 I =2,NVER 
DO 2 JJ = I, N 
J = N+l - JJ % J GOES FROM N TO 1. 
IF (V(I-l,J).EQ.O) GO TO 3 
2 V(I,J) = 0 
GO TO 1 
3 V(I,J) = 1 
IF (J.LE.1) GO TO 1 
DO 4 K = 1, J-l 
4 V(I,K) = V(I-l,K) 
1 CONTINUE 
C******* MIDDLE POINT BETWEEN VERTICES I AND J: 
C PM (I,J,K) 
DO 31 I = 1, NVER 
DO 31 J = 1, NVER 
DO 32 K = 1, N 
32 PM (I,J,K) = V(I,K) + V(J,K) % (NOT DIVIDED BY 2) 
31 CONTINUE 
c******* 
DO 
DO 
11 
12 
14 
SIDES AND DIRECTIONS. 
10 I = 1, NVER-1 
10 J = 1+1, NVER 
DO 11 K = 1, N-l 
IF (V(I,K).NE.V(J,K)) GO TO 12 
CONTINUE 
A(I,J) = K * (V(J,K)-V(I,K)) % JUST FOR THE LAST TWO VERTICES. 
A(J,I) = -A(I,J) 
GO TO 10 
DO 14 KK = K+l, N 
IF (V(I,KK).NE.V(J,KK)) GO TO 10 
A(I,J) = K * (V(J,K)-V(I,K)) 
A(J,I) = -A(I,J) 
10 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
Program 3 
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C **************t********************************************* 
c * l 
c * FOR EACH CK, DETERMINES THE EXTERNAL DIRECTIONS, * 
c * NUMBER OF SIDES AND VERTEX DEGREE. * 
c * * 
C t*********************************************************** 
SUBROUTINE ANAL12 (IMPH) 
COMMON /COMPLX/ K, L, CK(128), VK(128), NVGR(7), GR(128) 
COMMON /COMPL2/ NORDCK, REGINK, D(15), NA(128) 
COMMON /CUBO/ N, NVER, V(128,7), A(128,128) 
COMMON /CODIGO/ COD(128) 
DIMENSION CODI(7) 
J =l 
DO 10 I = 1, NVER % 
IF (CK(I).EQ.O) GO TO 10 
VK(J) = I 
J = J+l 
10 CONTINUE 
DO 38 I = 1, N+l 
38 NVGR(1) = 0 
N2 = 2*N+l 
Nl =N+l 
DO 36 I = 1, N2 % 
36 D(1) = 0 
DO 37 I = 1, NVER 
37 GR(1) = 0 % 
L-O % 
DO 21 I = 1, NVER % 
DO 21 J = I+l, NVER 
COMPACTS CK REPRESENTATION. 
FOR NEW CK ZEROES THE DIRECTIONS. 
ZEROES VERTEX DEGREES. 
NUM. OF SIDES OF CK. 
EXTERNAL DIRECTIONS DETERMINATION. 
IF (A(I,J).EQ.O) GO TO 21 % NOT ADJAC.VERT. 
IF (CK(J).EQ.O .AND. CK(1) .EQ.O) GO TO 21 % VERT. NOT IN CK 
IF (CK(J)*CK:I).NE.O) GO TO 23 % BOiH IN CK. 
IF (CK(J) .NE.O) GO TO 22 
D (A(I,J)+Nl) 
GO TO 21 
22 D (A(J,I)+Nl) 
GO TO 21 
23 L = L+l 
C DEGREE OF VERTEX 
GR(I) = GR(1) 
GR(J) = GR(J) 
= A(I,J) 
= A(J,I) 
INCREASED. 
+1 
+1 
21 CONTINUE 
DO 40 I = 1, NVER % NUMBER OF VERT. OF GIVEN DEGREk. 
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40 NVGR (GR(I)+l) = NVGR (GR(I)+l) + 1 
C****** CODES EACH VERTEX (NUMBER OF NEIGHBOURS OF EACH DEGREE). 
(conthud otmhf) 
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70 
CODI(1) - 2 
CODI(2) = 3 
CODI(3) = 5 
CODI(4) = 7 
CODI(5) = 11 
DO 70 I = 1, 
COD(I) = 1 
DO 71 I = 1, NVER 
IF (GR(I).EQ.O) GO TO 71 
DO 72 J = 1, NVER 
IF (GR(J).EQ.O) GO TO 72 
IF (A(I,J).EQ.O) GO TO 72 
COD(I) = COD(I) * CODI(GR(J)) 
72 CONTINUE 
71 CONTINUE 
C******* WRITES CK CHARACTERIZATION. 
C 
IF (IMPR.EQ."NAOIMP") RETURN 
WRITE(6,200) K, L, N+l, (I-l, NVGR(J), I=l,N+l) 
WRITE(6,201) WK(I), I-lrK) 
WRITE(6,202) ‘(GRWKtI)), I=l,K) 
WRITE(6,203) (COD(VK(I)), I=l,K) 
200 FORMAT (" N.VERT.",I2," N.SID.",I2,X,*(" DG.",I1,":",12," VERT.")) 
201 FCRMAT (" VERT.: ",32I3) 
202 FORMAT (" DEGR.: ",3213) 
203 FORMAT (" COD. : ",3216) 
RETURN 
END 
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Program 4 
251 
C *************************************************************** 
c * * 
c * IF NI DOES NOT BELONG TO CK AND IS EXTERNAL TO CK, * 
c * IT IS TESTED BY "APROVA2" (NO COINCIDENT MIDDLE POINTS) * 
c * IF THE RESULT IS "STAY", NI IS INCREASED TO CK. * 
c * * 
C ************************************************~************** 
73 
C 
C 
33 
30 
SUBROUTINE KIGUAL 
COMMON /COMPLX/ K, L, CK(128), VK(128), NVGR(7), GR(128) 
COMMON /COMPL2/ NORDCK, REGINK, D(lS), NA(128) 
COMMON /CUBO/ N, NVER, V(128,7), A(128,128) 
NN=l 
K-K+1 
DO 30 NI = NN, NVER 
IF (CK(N1) .NE.O) GO TO 30 % NI ALREDY IN CK. 
DO 33 J * 1, NVER 
IF (CK(J).EQ.O) GO TO 33 % J NOT IN CK. 
IF (A(NI,J).EQ.O) GO TO 33 % NI h J NOT ADJOINT. 
CALL APROVA (NI,OK) % EXTERNAL DIRECTIONS TEST, 
IF (OK.NE."OK") GO TO 30 % SUPRESSED. (NOT NEEDED) 
CALL APROV2 (NI,OKZ) 
IF (OK2.NE."STAY") GO TO 30 
CK (NI) = 0 
CALL ANALIZ ("IMPRIM") 
CK (NI) = NI 
GO TO 30 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
C ************************************************************* 
c * * 
c * THIS SUBROUTINE TESTS IF THE MIDDLE POINTS OF THE * 
c * VERTICES ALREDY IN CK AND THE INCREASED ONE ARE EQUAL * 
c * TO THE MIDDLE POINT BETWEEN THE REMAINING VERTICES. * 
c * * 
C ************************************************************* 
SUbROUTINE APROVZ (NI,OK) 
COMMON /CUBO/ N, NVER, V(128,7), A(l28,128) 
COMMON /PM/ PM (32,32,5) 
COMMON /COMPLX/ K, L, CK(128), vK(128), NvGR(7), GR(l28) 
DO 10 Jl = 1, NVER-1 
IF ( CK(Jl).NE.O .OR. NI.EQ.Jl ) GO TO 10 
DO 11 52 = Jl, NVER 
IF (CK(J21.NE.O .OR. NI.EQ.J2 ) GO TO 11 
DO 12 I = 1, NVER 
IF (CK(I) .EQ.O) GO TO 12 
DO 13 NCBR - 1, N 
IF ( PM (CK(I),NI,NCOR) .NFi. PM (Jl,J2,NCOR) ) GO TO 12 
13 CONTINuE 
GO TO 888 
12 CONTINUE 
11 CONTINUE 
10 CONTINUE 
OK = "STAY" 
RETURN 
888 OK = "OUT" 
RETURN 
END 
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Program 5 
C ******************************************************************* 
c * * 
c * DETECTS ISOMORPHISMS OF ORDERED CK WITH VERTEX CODES. * 
c * * 
C ******************************************************************* 
IMPLICIT INTEGER (V,N,G,A) 
COMMON /UM/ ~~~~(128),~(128~,GR~128~,NVGR1~128~,V1~128~,GR1~128~ 
COMMON /DOIS/ NV, NL, NVl, NLl 
COMMON /TRES/ F(128),F1(128),MAX(128),MIN(128),MAX1(128~, 
* MIN1(128),NFIN,NFINl 
COMMON /CUBO/ N, NVER, VER(128,7), A(l28,128) 
COMMON /CODIGO/ cOD(128), CODl(l28) 
N-5 % <=-r=== SPACE DIMENSIC)N. 
CALL CUB0 
DO 47 I = 1, NVER 
DO 47 J = 1, NVER 
IF (A(I,J).NE.O) A(I,J) = 1 
47 CONTINUE 
C 
C **** LOOKS FOR A FIRST CK TO COMPARE WITH THE REMAINING. 
C 
REG=l 
1 CONTINUE 
10 
C 
C 
C l *** 
2 
C 
READ (6=REG,lOO,END=999) NV, NL, (NVGR(I),I=l,N+l) 
REG =REG+4 
IF (NV.EQ.0) Go TO 10 
READ (6,101) (V(I),I=l,NV) 
READ (6,101) (GR(V(I)),I=l,NV) 
READ (6,102) (COD(V(I)),I=l,NV) 
ORDERS THE VERTICES OF CK ACCORDING TO DEGREES. 
CALL ORDENA (NV,V,F,GR,NVGR,MAX,MIN,NFIN) 
WRITES ONE REPRESENTATIVE OF EACH ISOMORPHIC CLASS. 
WRITE(7,201) NV, (V(I),I=l,NV) 
LOOKS FOR A CKl TO COMPARE WITH CK. 
FUXCOM = REG 
READ (6-REGCOM,lOO,END=l) NVl, NLl, (NVGRl(I),I=l,N+l) 
REXOM = REGCOM+ 4 
IF (NVl.EQ.0) Go TO 2 
READ (6,101) (Vl(I),I=l,NV) 
READ (6,101) (GRl(Vl(I),I=l,NV) 
READ (6,102) (CODl(Vl(1) ),I=l,NV) 
CALL ORDENA (NV1,V1,F1,GR1,NVGR1,MAXl,MINl,NFINl) 
CALL ISOMOR (ARE) 
IF (ARE.NE."YES") GO TO 2 
IF ISOMORPHIC, ERASES CKl. 
WRITE (6=REGCOM-4,202) 0, (REG-1)/4, (REGCOM-1)/4 
GO TO 2 
999 CLOSE (7,DISP=CRUNCH) 
100 FORMAT (8X,I2,8X,I2,X,8(6X,I2,6X)~ 
101 FORMAT (8X,3213) 
102 FORMAT (8X,3216) 
201 FORUAT (" N.VERT:",I2," VERTEX:",9219) 
202 FORMAT (8X,12,8X,12,8X,12) 
STOP 
Cut-complexes of the S-cube 
Program 6 
C ****************************************f~**************** 
c * * 
c * THIS SUBROUTINE ORDERS THE SETS OE' VERTICES, * 
c * FIRST THOSE OF THE SAME DEGREE TOGETHER, * 
c * THEN THOSE UNIQUE IN ITS DEGREE, * 
c * INCREASING ORDER OF DEGREES. * 
c * * 
C *t******************************************************** 
SUBROUTINE ORDENA (NV, V,F,GR,NVGR,MAX,MINtNFIN) 
DIMENSION v(l28),~(128) ,GR(128),NWR(l28),M=AX(128),MIN(l28) 
COMMON /CUBO/ N, NVER, VER(128,7), A(l28,128) 
DO 5 I = 1, NV 
MAX (I) = 0 
MIN (I) = 0 
5 CONTINUE 
J=NV 
NFIN = NV 
C ******* FIRST THOSE VERTICES UNIQUE IN THEIR DEGREE. 
DO 10 IGRAU = 1, N 
IF (NVGR(IGRAU+l) .NE. 1) GO TO 10 
DO 20 I = 1, NV 
IF (GR(V(1)) .NE. IGRAU) GO TO 20 
F(J) = V(1) 
J = J-l 
20 CONTINUE 
10 CONTINUE 
IF (J.NE.NV) NFIN = J % BEGINNING FOR ISOMORPHISMS. 
n0 30 IGWU.! = 1, N 
Ii? (NVGR(IGP~.U+l).LE.l) GO TO 30 
MAXGRA=J % UPP.BND OF VARIATION IN DEGREE. 
DO 40 I = 1, NV 
IF (GR(V(1)) .NE. IGRAU) GO TO 40 
F(J) = V(1) 
J = J-l 
40 CONTINUE 
MINGRA = J+l % LOW.BND OF VARIATION IN DEGREE. 
DO 50 I = MINGRA, MAXGRA 
MIN (I) = MINGRA 
MAX (I) = MAXGRA 
50 CONTINUE 
30 CONTINUE 
. 
RETURN 
END 
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Program 7 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
*************************************************~*****~***** 
* * 
* THIS SUBROUTINE TESTS THE ISOMORPHISM BETWEEN * 
l TWO SETS OF VERTICES OF THE S-CUBE. * 
* * 
* THE CORRESPONDENCE IS DONE SO: FIRST THE VERTICES * 
* WITH THE SAME DEGRFY (INDEX ORDER MAINTAINED) * 
* * 
l THE VERTICES ARE CODED BY THEIR NEIGHBOURS DEGREE. * 
* * 
*****************************t********************************* 
SUBROUTINE ISOMOR (ARE) 
COMMON /UM/ NVGR(128),V(128),GR~128~,NVGR1~128~,V1~128~,GR~128~ 
COMMON /DOIS/ NV, NL, VNl, NLl 
COMMON /TRES/ F(128) ,Fl(128),MAX(128),MIN(128)oMAX1(128), 
t MIN1(128),NFIN,NFINl 
COMMON /CUBO/ DIM, NVER, VER(128,7), A(128,128) 
COMMON /CODIGO/ cOD(128), CODl(128) 
DIMENSION IND(16), N(128) 
ARE = "NOT" 
****** TESTS INCOMPATIBILITIES BETWEEN INVARIANTS. 
IF (NL.NE.NLl) RETURN % SAME NUMBER OF EDGES. 
DO 42 I = 1, 3IM+l 
IF (NVGR(I).NE.NVGRl(I)) RETURN % SAME VERTEX DEGREE. 
42 CONTINUE 
DO 300 I = 1, NV % SAME PERMUTATION LIMITS. 
IF (MAX(I).NE.MAXl(I) .OR. MIN(I).NE.MINl(P)) GO TO 999 
300 CONTINU?i 
C ***t** FIXED VERTICES (JUST ONE OF EACH DEGREE) 
IF (INFIN.EQ.NV) GO TO 309 
DO 310 I = NFIN+l, NV 
IF ( COD(F(I)).NE.CODl(F1(1)) ) RETURN % 
IND(1) = I 
310 CONTINUE 
C ****** CHANGES THE LIMITS OF CORRESPONDENCES 
309 DO 313 I = 1, NV 
N(I) = MINtI) + MAX(I) - I 
313 CONTINUE 
SAME DEGREE NEIGB. 
TC) SPEED UP. 
GO TO (1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16) NFIN 
STOP 
C ****** BEGINNING OF CORRESPONDENCES. 
16 DO 160 116 = MIN(16), MAx(16) 
Cut-complexes of the S-cube 
IND(N(16)) - 116 
IF ( COD(F(N(16))) .NE. CODl(Fl(I16)) ) GO TO 160 
15 DO 150 115 = MIN(15), MAX(15) 
IF (115.EQ.116) GO TO 150 
IF ( COD(F(N(15))) .NE. CODl(Fl(I15)) ) GO TO 150 
IND(N(15)) = 115 
14 DO 140 114 - MIN(14), MAX(14) 
IF (114.EQ.115.0R.I14.EQ.116) GO TO 140 
IF ( COD(F(N(l4))) .NE. CODl(Fl(I14)) ) GO TO 140 
IND(N(14)) - I14 
13 DO 130 113 = MIN(13), MAX(13) 
IF (113.EQ.114.0R.113.EQ.115.0R.113.EQ.116) GO TO 130 
IF ( COD(F(N(13))) .NE. CODliFl(I13)) ) GO TO 130 
IND(N(13)) - 113 
12 DO 120 112 = MIN(12), MAX(l2) 
IF (112.EQ.113.0R.112.EQ.114.0R.112.EQ.115.0R.112.EQ.116) 
* GO TO 120 
IF ( COD(F(N(12))) .NE. CODl(Fl(Il2)) ) GO TO 120 
IND(N(12)) - 112 
11 DO 110 Ii1 = MIN(ll), MAX(11) 
IF (I11.EQ.Il2.OR.I11.EQ.Il3.OR.Ill.EQ.Il4.OR.~ll.EQ.Il5. 
* OR.Ill.EQ.116) GO TO 110 
IF ( COD(F(N(11))) .NE. CODl(Fl(Il1)) ) GO TO 110 
IND(N(11)) = Ill 
10 DO 100 110 = MIN(lO), MAX(10) 
IF (110.EQ.111.0R.110.EQ.112.0R.110.EQ.113.0R.110.EQ.114. 
* 0R.110.EQ.115.0R.110.EQ.116) GO TO 100 
IF ( COD(F(N(lO))) .NE. CODl(Fl(Il0)) ) GO TO 100 
IND(N(lO)) = 110 
9 DO 90 19 = MIN(9), MAX(g) 
IF (I9.EQ.IlO.OR.I9.EQ.Ill.OR.I9.EQ.Il2.OR.I9.EQ.Il3.OR. 
* 19.EQ.114.0R.19.EQ.115.0R.19.EQ.116) GO TO 90 
IF ( COD(F(N(9)));NE. CODl(Fl(I9)) ) GO TO 90 
IND(N(9)) = 19 
8 DO 80 18 = MIN(8), W(8) 
IF (18.EQ.19 .OR.I8.EQ.I1O.OR.I8.EQ.Ill.OR.I8.EQ.Il2.OR. 
* 18.EQ.113.0R.18.EQ.114.0R.18.EQ.115.0R.18.EQ.116j 
* GO TO 80 
IF ( COD(F(N(a))) .NE. CODl(Fl(I8)) ) GO TO 80 
IND(N(8)) = 18 
7 DO 70 17 = MIN(7), MAX(7) 
IF (17.EQ.18 .OR.I7.EQ.I9 .OR.I7.EQ.I10.OR.I7.EQ.Ill.OR. 
* 17.EQ.112.0R.17.EQ.113.0R.17.EQ.114.0R.17.EQ.I1~.0R. 
* 17.EQ.116) GO TO 70 
IF ( COD(F(N(7))) .NE. CODl(Fl(I7)) ) GO TO 70 
IND(N(7j) = 27 
6 DO 60 16 - MIN(6), M&X(6) 
IF (f6.EQ.17 .OR.IC.EQ.IB .OR.I6.EQ.I9 .OR.IC.EQ.IlO.OR. 
* 16.EQ.111.0R.16.EQ.112.0R.16.EQ.113.0R.16.EQ.114.0R. 
* 16.EQ.115.0R.16.EQ.116) GO TO 60 
IF ( COD(F(N(6))) .NE. CODl(Fl(I6)) j GO TO 60 
IND(N(6)) = 16 
5 DO 50 15 = MIN(5), W(5) 
IF (15.EQ.I6 .OR.I5.EQ.I7 .OR.IS.EQ.I8 .OR.IS.EQ.I9 .OR. 
* I5.EQ.IlO.OR.I5.EQ.Ill.OR.I5.EQ.Il2.OR.I5.EQ.Il3.OR~ 
* 15.EQ.114.0R.15.EQ.115.0R.15.EQ.116) GO TO 50 
IF ( COD(F(N(5))) .NE. CODl(Fl(I5)) ) GO TO 50 
IND(N(5)) = 15 
4 DO 40 14 = MIN(4), MAX(4) 
IF (14.EQ.15 .OR.I4.EQ.I6 .OR.I4.EQ.I7 .OR.I4.EQ.I8 -OR. 
* 14.EQ.19 .OR.I4.EQ.I10.OR.I4.EQ.Ill.OR.I4.EQ.Il2.OR. 
* 14.EQ.113.0R.14.EQ.114.0R.14.EQ.115.0R.14.EQ.116) GO TO 40 
IF ( COD(F(N(4))) .NE. CODl(Fl(I4)) ) GO '.'O 4 0
IND(N(4j) = 14 
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3 DO 30 13 = MIN(31, MAX(3) 
IF (13.EQ.14 .OR.I3.EQ.I5 .OR.I3.EQ.I6 .OR.I3.EQ.I7 .OR. 
* 13.EQ.18 .OR.IS.EQ.IS .OR.I3.EQ.IlO.OR.I3.EQ.Ill.OR. 
* 13.EQ.112.0R.13.EQ.113.0R.13.EQ.114.0R.13.EQ.115.0R. 
* 13.EQ.116) GO TO 30 
IF ( COD(F(N(3))) .NE. CODl(Fl(I3)) ) GO TO 30 
IND(N(3)) - 13 
2 DO 20 12 - MIN(P), MAX(2) 
IF (12.EQ.13 .OR.I2.EQ.I4 .OR.I2.EQ.I5 .OR.I2.EQ.I6 .OR. 
* 12.EQ.17 .OR.I2.EQ.Ie .OR.I2.EQ.I9 .OR.IZ.EQ.IlO.OR. 
* 12.EQ.111.0R.12.EQ.112.0R.12.EQ.113.0R.12.EQ.114.0R. 
* 12.EQ.Il5.OR.12.EQ.116) GO TP 20 
IF ( COD(F(N(2))) .NE. CODl(Fl(I2)) ) GO TO 20 
IND(N(2)) = 12 
1 DO 41 11 = MIN(l), MAX(l) 
IF (Il.EQ.12 .OR.Il.EQ.I3 .OR.Il.EQ.I4 .OR.Il.EQ.IS .OR. 
* Il.EQ.16 .OR.Il.EQ.I7 .OR.Il.EQ.IB .OR.Il.EQ.I9 .OR. 
* I1.EQ.I10.OR.I1.EQ.Ill.OR.Il.EQ.Il2.OR.Il.EQ.Il3.OR. 
* 11.EQ.114.0R.11.EQ.115.0R.11.EQ.116) GO TO 41 
IF ( COD(F(N(l))) .NE. CODl(Fl(I1)) ) GO TO 41 
IND(N(1)) = 11 
C ********* TESTS THE ISOMORPHISMS: 
DO 45 II '1, NV-l 
DO 45 JJ = II+l, NV 
4,u 
IF (A(F(II),F(JJ)).NE.A(Fl(IND(II)),Fl(JJ)))) GO TO 41 
CONTINUE 
ARE = "YES" 
RETURN 
41 CONTINUE 
20 CONTINUE 
30 CONTINUE 
40 CONTINUE 
50 CONTINUE 
60 CONTINUE 
70 CONTINUE 
80 CONTINUE 
90 CONTINUE 
100 CONTINUE 
110 CONTINUE 
120 CONTINUE 
130 CONTINUE 
140 CONTINUE 
150 CONTINUE 
160 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
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END 
